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PART 2

Discipling for Vocational Stewardship
Integrating Faith and Work

THE STATUS QUO IS INADEQUATE

In nothing has the church so lost Her hold on reality as in Her failure to understand and respect the secular vocation.

Dorothy Sayers

In future chapters, we will meet Christian architects, engineers, business owners, historians, entertainers, photographers, chemists, dancers, sales reps, lawyers and real estate appraisers. Their stories of vocational stewardship are exciting and illuminating. Often, though, they began on a sad note. Many of these Christ-followers received almost no teaching from their churches on how to integrate their faith and work. As a result, many of them wondered early in their Christian lives whether their commitment to Jesus meant that they should leave their "secular" profession to go into "full-time Christian ministry."

Their stories—and the three years of research undergirding this book—have convinced me that today thousands of Christian professionals sit in the pews, wondering, Can I participate in Jesus' mission—and do so using the gifts and skills God has given me? The answer is a resounding yes—but such a word is tragically uncommon in many Christian congregations.¹

Princeton University's David Miller, who directs the Faith and Work Initiative there, has conducted years of research on this subject. He reports,

The Church generally shies from the topic [of work], and our divinity schools and seminaries are no better. Fewer than 10 percent of regular church—
goers, surveys say, can remember the last time their pastor preached on the topic of work. When he or she did preach on work, inevitably the tone was critical—if not hostile—and painted all businesspeople as greedy and uncaring. Seldom do pastors honor the work world as a place for parishioners to live out their high calling. Whether you’re a secretary or a CEO, people in the pews seldom hear from the pulpit that God has a plan that includes your work, and that your faith can help inform how you approach your work.

Moreover, key periodicals addressed largely to clergy and church leaders do not often cover issues of faith and work integration. My research assistant and I culled through many years of back issues of Leadership Journal, The Christian Century and Discipleship Journal, looking for such pieces. Online keyword searches revealed 152 matches on the word vocation at Leadership Journal—but over 95 percent were on the vocation of the pastorate. We turned up only nine results searching on vocation in The Christian Century, and three of those were on the pastoral calling. Discipleship Journal gave us forty-one matches, but only one was about faith-and-work integration by laity.

While many Christians are not receiving guidance from their churches, they may be hearing about faith/work integration from parachurch sources. Hundreds of books have been written on this topic. There are also many marketplace ministries available for Christian businesspeople to join. According to Steven Rundell and C. Neal Johnson of Calvin College, “By one estimate there are now at least 1,200 organizations that promote, in various ways, the integration of faith and work, not to mention dozens of events held annually around the world that encourage businesspeople to ‘bring their faith to work.’”

And still other believers participate in a Christian professional society. Roughly forty of these associations are in existence. They range from the Affiliation of Christian Geologists to the Christian Veterinary Society. Christian artists, actors, chefs, doctors, dentists, economists, foresters, journalists, librarians, nurses, pharmacists, political scientists, sociologists—and more—all have professional fellowships available to them.

In short, although Christians aren’t hearing much about how to integrate faith and work in the pews, there’s a significant quantity of resources and organizations in the broader Christian community they can turn to.

To disciple their people well for vocational stewardship, congregational leaders need to understand what their members may have learned from these sources about faith/work integration.

**Christian Thought on the Integration of Faith and Work**

Scholar David Miller’s book on the history of the Faith at Work movement begins by noting, “This modern quest for integration has ancient theological roots.” Throughout Christian history, Miller explains, the faithful have mused on the question of how to express their faith in and through their labor. Theologians of the Reformation, for example, were deeply interested in “vocation in daily life and work.”

Focusing on more recent history, Miller examines three waves of the Faith at Work (FAW) movement: the social gospel era (c. 1890s–1945), the era of lay ministry (c. 1946–1980) and the modern FAW era (1980 to the present). He discusses the players, organizations, events and ideas of each wave. Toward the close of his book, Miller describes the major themes in the movement as falling into four main categories or quadrants: ethics, evangelism, enrichment and experience. Each of these ways of expressing faith through work is discussed below.

**Quadrant one: Ethics.** Individuals and organizations in the ethics quadrant have primarily integrated faith at work “through attention to personal virtue, business ethics, and to broader questions of social and economic justice,” Miller explains. Activities in this quadrant include everything from ethics seminars to Christian business fellowships that provide members with the opportunity to discuss moral dilemmas and hold each other accountable. Christians in this quadrant are concerned about appropriately balancing the demands of work and family. They desire to grow in wisdom in handling the temptations of secular success as well as the immoral social activities permitted or even encouraged within the organizations that employ them. Issues tackled here might include cheating on expense reports, putting corporate interests over human relationships, or navigating the toll taken on marriage by long periods of business travel.

Generally, discussions of ethics are limited to personal morality. A few members in this quadrant, however, do go beyond this to issues related to “social righteousness.” As Miller explains,
Other FAW participants in the [ethics] type, while not indifferent to personal ethics, focus more on business ethics and topics affecting the broader mezzo level of the corporation. The FAW participants with this accent address issues such as product selection, quality, safety, whistle blowing, loyalty, and advertising. Others focus on macro ethical questions involving corporate responsibility to society at large and economic justice as it pertains to all stakeholders and beyond. Typical business issues addressed by groups with macro ethical orientation include environmental analyses of manufacturing and product decisions, offshore working conditions and wages, and executive compensation.9

**Quadrant two: Evangelism.** As the label suggests, people of faith in this quadrant are primarily interested in integrating their faith and their work through evangelistic efforts. This includes cultivating friendships with coworkers from other (or no) faiths; sponsoring Bible studies at work; hosting events or conferences that offer platforms for believers to share their testimonies with nonbelievers within their organizations; or providing spiritual counselors or chaplains in the firm. The Full Gospel Businessmen’s Fellowship International and the Fellowship of Companies for Christ International are two of the leading groups in the evangelism quadrant. Miller also puts the Center for FaithWalk Leadership as well as Priority Associates (a division of Campus Crusade) in this category.10

Efforts and activities by the groups within this quadrant have borne much fruit. According to Os Hillman, director of the Atlanta-based non-profit Marketplace Leaders, “America is now home to 10,000 workplace Bible-study and prayer groups, with new initiatives starting at companies such as Sears, Coca-Cola and American Airlines.”11

**Quadrant three: Enrichment.** The third theme in the FAW movement is personal transformation and spiritual nurture. The organizations here (which Miller notes are often religious hybrids like “Christian Buddhists” or New Age) want individuals’ experience of work to be a means of self-actualization and transformation. They are interested in healing, prayer, meditation—therapeutic and contemplative practices to aid workers. Such practices can help discouraged or downsized workers, or they may bring a new level of peace to over-stressed corporate executives. Maximizing one’s potential is also a major focus in this quadrant.

**Quadrant four: Experience.** This quadrant is composed of those FAW groups that examine questions of “vocation, calling, meaning, and purpose in and through their marketplace professions.” Importantly, for this group, work “has both intrinsic and extrinsic meaning and purpose. That is, the particular work someone does, in and of its own right, is of theological value,” Miller says.12 Christians in this quadrant lament the common view that somehow secular work is “second class” or that only through a “ministry career” (such as pastoring or being a missionary) can a person truly live out her or his faith. These organizations provide counsel, books and conferences to help individuals discover their calling and align their natural and spiritual gifts with careers in which those talents can be well deployed.

**The Everywhere Integrator Type**

Miller rightly affirms the strengths of each quadrant while simultaneously asserting that the healthiest approach is one that combines all these themes. He found a few examples of FAW groups that embodied this “Everywhere Integrator” type, including the Laity Lodge Leadership Forum and Campus Crusade’s CEO Forum.13 These rare groups take seriously all the issues raised in the four quadrants.

Miller’s Everywhere Integrator type gets closest to the concept of vocational stewardship for the common good. It takes seriously the three dimensions of righteousness (vertical, internal and social). Evangelicalism could produce more believers who act like the Davidic in and through their professions if its marketplace ministries, professional societies and books on faith/work integration helped move people as much as possible toward the Everywhere Integrator type Miller describes. How well are we doing in that?

**Marketplace Ministries**

To answer that, my research assistants and I examined the vision and activities of fifteen evangelical “marketplace ministries.”14 We concluded that most of them fall into Miller’s quadrant one (ethics) or two (evangelism). Twelve of the fifteen groups were principally focused on winning people to Christ at work through Bible studies, evangelism and prayer and/or encouraging their members to be good witnesses. These ministries tend to offer small groups, conferences, events and meetings in which testimonies
are shared and prayer and counsel are offered. They promote personal discipleship and evangelism.

The mission of Fellowship of Companies for Christ International (FCCI), for example, reads, “In pursuit of Christ’s eternal objectives, we equip and encourage business leaders to operate their businesses and conduct their personal lives in accordance with biblical principles.” The main objectives of FCCI are to facilitate fellowship among Christian businesspeople and to “better prepare them to handle daily business situations in a manner glorifying Christ in spirit and truth.”

In addition to emphases on personal morality, fellowship/encouragement and evangelism, some of the organizations we examined showed elements of quadrant three (enrichment). These groups encourage workers to rely practically and daily on the indwelling Holy Spirit to empower their labor. They offer Bible-study curriculum and devotional guides and encourage Christians in business to form prayer groups. Henry Blackaby’s monthly “God in the Workplace” Bible study, for example, “focuses on helping people know how to practically walk in a real and personal relationship with God in their work place.” This ministry also offers online courses that help people to grow spiritually and to recognize the presence of God in their daily life.

None of the marketplace ministries we examined fit into quadrant four (experience), where the work itself is valued and deeply contemplated. And none reflected the Everywhere Integrator type.

This imbalance probably helps explain why Michael Lindsay, upon interviewing more than one hundred evangelical business leaders for his book Faith in the Halls of Power, discovered few with an advanced vision and practice of faith/work integration. Such businesspeople are not getting adequate discipleship from their churches, and many who participate in marketplace ministries are not being pushed very far creatively there either.

Let me be quick to say that marketplace ministries have played an important and valuable role in the kingdom. They have strengthened the discipleship of believers in the midst of the jungle of the modern workplace. They have helped earnest executives to stay the course in the face of very difficult personal and corporate temptations. They have contributed to marital stability and helped Christian executives avoid making their careers idols. And they have introduced non-Christians in the marketplace to Jesus in winsome, friendly and relevant ways. All this is very good and laudable. It’s just that there is room for deeper, richer, more creative faith/work integration.

**Christian Professional Societies**

What about evangelical workers outside the business community? How robustly and creatively are they integrating faith and work? To begin to get a handle on this question, my staff and I analyzed the vision, mission and programs of twenty-three Christian professional societies. We found that the majority of associations were more internally than externally focused. That is, their principal aims had to do with member support, fellowship and peer-to-peer learning.

About half of the professional societies had a significant focus on evangelism. Not many had an explicit focus on ethics. It didn’t appear that members faced ethical dilemmas as much as they did intellectual challenges to their faith. In several of the groups, much discussion focused on understanding the professional discipline from a biblical worldview. The principal aim of the Association for Christians in Mathematical Sciences (ACAMS), for example, is to help members “explore the relationship of their faith to their discipline.”

This is accomplished through conferences and a journal.

ACAMS and other academic groups primarily seek to be support and networking associations with particular emphasis on peer-to-peer learning and discussion of discipline-related issues. The Christian Neuroscience Society, for example, describes itself as “a group of Christians who are interested in furthering the dialogue between neuroscience and the truth of the Christian faith.”

A smaller number of the associations were involved in externally focused activities. Groups like the Association of Christian Librarians and the Christian Legal Society, for example, engaged members in practical missions work using their professional skills. The librarians support peers overseas, helping schools establish libraries. The lawyers donate their time to serve the poor through legal aid clinics.

The Christian Engineering Society (CES) is an interesting blend of internal and external focus. Members gather annually for very robust con-
ferences, with presenters tackling a wide variety of issues. These events foster fellowship, networking, prayer and peer-to-peer learning. At the same time, paper topics are heavily weighted toward practical action in the world. As one presenter said,

Engineers fulfill a special place within God’s Creation Mandate. There are few professions whose purpose is more directly involved in subduing creation for the benefit of mankind than engineering. The engineering profession is everywhere concerned with making the world a little better for mankind while extracting and making use of its resources to produce great benefits for people everywhere.25

CES promotes member involvement in hands-on opportunities for vocational stewardship through such nonprofits as Engineers Without Borders, Engineering Ministries International, Water Missions International and TechServe International.

Just about a third of the professional associations, particularly those related to art (Christians in Theatre Arts, Christians in the Visual Arts, Christian Dance Fellowship), focus largely on promoting excellence in their craft. In March 2010 the website for Christians in the Visual Arts, for example, described its purpose as “encourag[ing] Christians in the visual arts to develop their particular callings to the highest professional level possible.”24 In academic associations such as Christians in Political Science, Christian Association for Psychological Studies and the Christian Sociological Society, members are encouraged toward excellence in teaching, research and publishing.

A few of the organizations, most notably the Christian Medical and Dental Society (CMDA), fit Miller’s category of the Everywhere Integrator type:

CMDA promotes positions and addresses policies on healthcare issues; conducts overseas medical evangelism projects through its mission arm, Global Health Outreach; coordinates a network of Christian doctors for fellowship and professional growth; sponsors student ministries in medical and dental schools; distributes educational and inspirational resources; hosts marriage and family conferences; provides Third World missionary doctors with continuing education resources; and conducts academic exchange programs overseas.25

CMDA is involved in evangelism on several fronts (on medical school campuses in the United States and through medical missions abroad). It wrestles with complicated questions of bioethics. It seeks to help its members find meaning in their work as well as balance in the demands of that work against competing claims on members’ time. And it facilitates numerous opportunities for members to practice their professional skills on behalf of vulnerable populations.

(LARGELY) MISSING: A VISION OF INSTITUTIONAL TRANSFORMATION

A vital part of vocational stewardship for the common good is a focus by believers on transforming the institutions in which they work. As James Hunter argues in To Change the World,

The church, as it exists within the wide range of individual vocations in every sphere of social life (commerce, philanthropy, education, etc.), must be present in the world in ways that work toward the constructive subversion of all frameworks of social life that are incompatible with the shalom for which we were made and to which we are called. As a natural expression of its passion to honor God in all things and to love our neighbor as ourselves, the church and its people will challenge all structures that dishonor God, dehumanize people, and neglect or do harm to the creation.26

My (admittedly imprecise) examination of marketplace ministries found no evidence that these business fellowships are discussing how Christian executives can reform practices within their particular industries that might be problematic from the perspectives of justice and shalom. Some of the Christian professional societies have taken some steps in this direction. For example, some are trying to expand the topics given consideration by members of their guild by publishing their own journals. Others encourage their members to participate in key conversations happening within their field, such as when the CMDA encourages members to publish in leading journals in the guild on questions of bioethics. And the already-noted emphasis on excellence within artistic societies could eventually influence their field. If Christian artists create works of exquisite quality, their artwork may have a better chance of being noticed by elite cultural institutions (for example, being on display in the most influential galleries or being reviewed in the arts pages of the New York Times).
On the whole, though, our cursory examination of Christian professional societies did not indicate that discussions of reforming their discipline were a common, central, animating feature of these associations.

**CONCLUSION**

The average Christian professional sitting in the pew hears little from the pulpit or in Sunday school about how her life with God relates to her life at work. She may receive general guidance about being salt and light in all the spheres of her life, including her workplace. Overall, though, her church offers little specific guidance about why her work matters, how God can and does use it, or how her vocational power can be stewarded to advance his kingdom.

Lacking this guidance, some Christians simply “turn off” their faith at work; they function as “practical atheists” on the job.27 They have no vision for what it means to partner with God at work, to bring meaning to their work or to accomplish kingdom purposes in and through their work. Others look outside their local congregation for guidance, joining a marketplace ministry or a Christian professional society. These individuals receive some good counsel and personal support, and, depending on which fellowship they belong to, may also hear a fairly robust vision of vocational stewardship.

More often, though, they are simply instructed to be people of strong integrity and to seek to win coworkers for Christ. These emphases on ethics and evangelism are needed and valuable, but they are insufficient for equipping Christians to steward their vocational power to advance foretastes of the kingdom. We need to get beyond the status quo.

Doug Spada, the leader of WorkLife, Inc., offers pastors a vivid metaphor about a church’s proper identity:

> From this day forward, I would like you to think of your local church as an aircraft carrier. Unless our churches assume the rightful and biblical positions in the battles we face in the workplace, we cannot fully advance. It’s only as the carrier arms, equips, briefs, and then launches the pilots on their mission that they assume their maximum dominion. . . . Unfortunately, many of our churches operate like a cruise ship. Think about it, what do you do on a cruise ship? You go to be entertained, you eat a lot, there’s very little accountability. And think about a cruise ship: it goes out, hits a couple places and comes back to the very same place—rarely advancing forward into new territory. If the enemy of our souls can disarm the carrier, confuse the pilots, break the catapult system, then we essentially continue to function as a cruise ship. . . . God may very well be asking you to be a catalyst for work life reformation in your church. The church is not a cruise ship but an aircraft carrier.1

Churches whose self-identity is as aircraft carriers place a high value on affirming and equipping laypeople for their ministries out in the workaday world. They teach people just how much their daily work matters. Like Pastor Tom Nelson of Christ Community Church in Leawood, Kansas, they inspire their members by reminding them that their work is “central
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